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Hawks weigh developed skills against potential in 
draft

By Michael Cunningham  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

7:01 p.m. Wednesday, June 23, 2010 

As their fortunes climbed this past season -- 53 victories and a playoff triumph over Milwaukee -- the 

Hawks' draft position slid the other way.

Among the last eight teams left in the postseason, Atlanta is six spots from the bottom of the first round 

at No. 24 in Thursday night's NBA draft. And since its basketball people consider this draft to be short on 

NBA-ready players, it could be the Hawks were too good this season to expect immediate help from the 

draft.

Dave Pendergraft's opinion has gone back and forth. Atlanta's assistant general manager said he was 

excited after watching prospects during the season but grew pessimistic when he and his scouts started 

scrutinizing prospects more closely.

As Thursday night's talent grab at New York's Madison Square Garden neared, Pendergraft was 

somewhere between those two positions.

“I think we will get a guy we are happy to have,” he said.

That hardly means it will be a guy who joins Atlanta's playing rotation as a rookie. The Hawks expect 

those types of prospects to be off the board by the time they pick.

But neither does it mean the Hawks can't acquire a useful player. They are considering players whose 

games may need to grow to become NBA regulars but who do some things well enough that they could 

be called on when necessary.

Or Atlanta could opt to draft a long-term prospect who needs more time to develop. That describes many 

of the centers expected to be available to the Hawks, who, like all teams, put a premium on size.

Atlanta has complied a list of players in each pool. When it's their time on the clock, they will decide 

which logic prevails and pick the player whose first-year salary will be about $1 million.

“Is it our goal to find someone to step in and play? Sure it is,” Pendergraft said. “But let's face it. Most of 

the guys, with the exception of maybe one or two we are talking about, they are all underclassmen. 

There are two things that allow them to play: the physicality of the NBA game is not going to crush 

them ... and the other thing is, if [they] have an NBA skill.”
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Pendergraft said rebounding and shooting are statistical categories that project well from college to the 

NBA. Georgia Tech's Gani Lawal's rebounding ability puts him among the players Atlanta is considering, 

even though he projects as a power forward, a deep position for the Hawks.

Lawal, a product of Norcross High School, had declared for the 2009 draft before opting to return for his 

junior season. He was overshadowed last year by freshman teammate Derrick Favors, who is expected 

to be among the first five picks, but Lawal, who is 6-foot-9 and averaged 8.5 rebounds last season, could 

also go in the first round.

“I needed to go back to school,” Lawal said after a recent workout for the Hawks. “I don't think it was a 

bad decision to go back. I felt confident and I feel like it helped me. It may not jump out on the stat sheet 

[but] my understanding of the game increased and improved and I'm glad I went back.”

Like Lawal, Clemson forward Trevor Booker, Xavier guard Jordan Crawford and South Florida guard 

Dominique Jones are in the group of players the Hawks believe could help now. Long-term prospects the 

team may consider include Florida State center Solomon Alabi, Kentucky center Daniel Orton and 

French center Kevin Seraphin.

Pendergraft said Atlanta, which also owns the No. 53 pick, needs good, young players who can become 

assets in the future. They may become replacements for veteran players who leave via free agency or 

trades or become pieces the Hawks could include in future deals. The draft is the easiest way to acquire 

that kind of players.

“We are narrowing it down,” Pendergraft said. “I like where we are right now.”
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